RESULTS

Great Lakes Keeshond Club of Michigan

Regional Obedience & Rally Trials
Thursday, May 25, 2017
KCA National Obedience & Rally Trials
Friday, May 26, 2017

TUESDAY, MAY 25 FRIDAY, MAY 26

GLKC JUDGE: MR. JAMES HAM KCA JUDGE: MS. KATHLEEN SWEET

OBEDIENCE

191.5  NO. 134 CH KEEPSAKE LITE MY FIRE, UD AX AXJ OF. NP18567401.
12-14-07.
BREEDER(S): MARGARET BISSELL
SIRE/DAM: CH NIGHTWIND'S TEMPERATURE RISING X CH OTCH MACH 2 KEEPSAKE
GIVING ME CHILLS, UDX8OGM
OWNER(S): MARGARET BISSELL

197  NO. 161 CH OTCH WINDSPELL LIVE WIRE, UDX. NP28252203.
01-24-11.
BREEDER(S): MARIAN CRAIN
SIRE/DAM: CH DAIMLER'S CAVIAR DREAMS X CH OTCH KEEBSROOK'S OPAL ESSENCE, UDX
OWNER(S): MARIAN CRAIN

197.5  NO. 170 CH OTCH KEEBSROOK'S DIAMOND JUBILEE, UDX. NP32836702. 05-21-12.
BREEDER(S): BRENDA BROOKES
SIRE/DAM: CH KEEBSROOK'S DEJA VU X KEEBSROOK'S MISS CH'VOUS
OWNER(S): MARIAN CRAIN

KEESHOND OBEDIENCE - OPEN CLASS A.

NO. 185.5 42 CH JAMYNN'S LIVIN WITH TOO MANY COLADAS, CD AX AXJ.
08-11-14.
BREEDER(S): SHIRLEY KILPATRICK
SIRE/DAM: CH KJ'S LIVIN THE DREAM, CDX NA NAJ X CH JAMYNN'S NOT ANOTHER
COLADA, CDX MX MXJ
OWNER(S): SHIRLEY KILPATRICK

KEESHOND OBEDIENCE - OPEN CLASS B.

NO. 57  CH KEEPSAKE FIRESTARTER, UD T OM1 VER RE MX MXJ XF T2B.
12-14-07.
BREEDER(S): MARGARETT BISSELL
SIRE/DAM: CH NIGHTWIND'S TEMPERATURE RISING X CH OTCH MACH 2 KEEPSAKE
GIVING ME CHILLS, UDX8OGM MXG MJG
OWNER(S): JEAN MUNGER

198  NO. 64 OTCH WINDSPELL BENCHMARK, UDX3 OM6 RA OA OAJ HOF.
NP28252204. 01-24-11.
BREEDER(S): MARIAN CRAIN
SIRE/DAM: GCH DAIMLER'S CAVIAR DREAMS X CH OTCH KEEBSROOK'S OPAL ESSENCE, UDX2 OM3
OWNER(S): LILA DANN

LEFT RING

NO. 68  CH OTCH OWENBRIAR'S INCREDIBLE JOURNEY, OM1. NP29805001. 12-21-10.
BREEDER(S): LINDA J. OWENS AND BRENDA BROOKES
SIRE/DAM: CH CORNERSTONE'S THE GIFT WAS GIVEN X OWENBRIAR'S ROCK N' ROSES
OWNER(S): DENISE ARWAY

NO. 74 CH DAIMLER'S TOO HOT TO HANDLE, UD MX MXJ.
NP29844901. 08-11-11.
BREEDER(S): MARGARET BISSELL
SIRE/DAM: CH NIGHTWIND'S TEMPERATURE RISING X CH OTCH MACH 2 KEEPSAKE
GIVING ME CHILLS, UDX8OGM
OWNER(S): MARGARET BISSELL

NO. 153 CH KJ'S LIVINLARGE, CDX RA AXJ AXJ OF. NP29153401.
06-07-11.
BREEDER(S): KRISTEN DOWD
SIRE/DAM: CH KJ'S LIVIN THE DREAM CDX NA NAJ X CH KJ'S SUPERSTITION
OWNER(S): ELIZABETH STRICK

198.5 196
196  NO. 161 CH OTCH WINDSPELL LIVE WIRE, UDIX.
NP28252203. 01-24-11.
BREEDER(S): MARIAN CRAIN
SIRE/DAM: GCH DAIMLER'S CAVIAR DREAMS X CH OTCH KEEBSROOK'S OPAL ESSENCE, UDX
OWNER(S): MARIAN CRAIN

KEESHOND OBEDIENCE - UTILITY CLASS A.

NO. 153 GCH KJ'S LIVINLARGE, CDX RA AX AXJ OF. NP29153401.
06-07-11.
BREEDER(S): KRISTEN DOWD
SIRE/DAM: CH KJ'S LIVIN THE DREAM CDX NA NAJ X CH KJ'S SUPERSTITION
OWNER(S): ELIZABETH STRICK

NO. 154 GCH KJ'S PLAY DATE, BN CDX RE AX AXJ XF CGCA.
NP30026204. 09-01-11.
BREEDER(S): KRISTEN DOWD
SIRE/DAM: CH KJ'S BILLY THE KID X CH KJ'S DREAM DATE, RN
OWNER(S): LOIS WADDELL

NO. 275 BEASLEY'S FANCY CHEF CLANCY, CDX RAE2 GCGU DJ THD TKP.
NP28762807. 04-28-11.
BREEDER(S): JODI ERBE
SIRE/DAM: ERBE-KEE'S KYLER X ERBE-KEE'S KOA
OWNER(S): STACIE BEASLEY & JEFFREY BEASLEY

KEESHOND OBEDIENCE - UTILITY CLASS B.

NO. 57 CH KEEPSAKE FIRESTARTER, UD T OM1 VER RE MX MXJ XF T2B.
12-14-07.
BREEDER(S): MARGARETT BISSELL
SIRE/DAM: CH NIGHTWIND'S TEMPERATURE RISING X CH OTCH MACH 2 KEEPSAKE
GIVING ME CHILLS, UDX8OGM MXG MJG
OWNER(S): JEAN MUNGER

199  NO. 64 OTCH WINDSPELL BENCHMARK, UDX3 OM6 RA OA OAJ HOF.
NP28252204. 01-24-11.
BREEDER(S): MARIAN CRAIN
SIRE/DAM: GCH DAIMLER'S CAVIAR DREAMS X CH OTCH KEEBSROOK'S OPAL ESSENCE, UDX2 OM3
OWNER(S): LILA DANN

LEFT RING

NO. 68  CH OTCH OWENBRIAR'S INCREDIBLE JOURNEY, OM1. NP29805001. 12-21-10.
BREEDER(S): LINDA J. OWENS AND BRENDA BROOKES
SIRE/DAM: CH CORNERSTONE'S THE GIFT WAS GIVEN X OWENBRIAR'S ROCK N' ROSES
OWNER(S): DENISE ARWAY

NO. 68 CH OTCH OWENBRIAR'S INCREDIBLE JOURNEY, OM1. NP29805001. 12-21-10.
BREEDER(S): LINDA J. OWENS AND BRENDA BROOKES
SIRE/DAM: CH CORNERSTONE'S THE GIFT WAS GIVEN X OWENBRIAR'S ROCK N' ROSES
OWNER(S): DENISE ARWAY

NO. 74 CH DAIMLER'S TOO HOT TO HANDLE, UD MX MXJ.
NP29844901. 08-11-11.
BREEDER(S): MARGARET BISSELL
SIRE/DAM: CH NIGHTWIND'S TEMPERATURE RISING X CH OTCH MACH 2 KEEPSAKE
GIVING ME CHILLS, UDX8OGM
OWNER(S): MARGARET BISSELL

NO. 153 CH KJ'S LIVINLARGE, CDX RA AXJ AXJ OF. NP29153401.
06-07-11.
BREEDER(S): KRISTEN DOWD
SIRE/DAM: CH KJ'S LIVIN THE DREAM CDX NA NAJ X CH KJ'S SUPERSTITION
OWNER(S): ELIZABETH STRICK

198.5 196
196  NO. 161 CH OTCH WINDSPELL LIVE WIRE, UDIX.
NP28252203. 01-24-11.
BREEDER(S): MARIAN CRAIN
SIRE/DAM: GCH DAIMLER'S CAVIAR DREAMS X CH OTCH KEEBSROOK'S OPAL ESSENCE, UDX
OWNER(S): MARIAN CRAIN
KEESHOND RALLY - EXCELLENT B.

**KEESHOND OBEEDIENCE - BRACE.**

**KEESHOND RALLY - EXCELLENT B.**

**RALLY CLASSES**

**KEESHOND RALLY - ADVANCED A.**

**KEESHOND RALLY - ADVANCED B.**
KEESHOND RALLY - NOVICE A.

99  116  VANDY'S TITANIA, UD GN GO RAEX MXB MXJ OF T2B CGC. NP20843201. 06-07-08.

BREEDER(S): CAROL HENRY
SIRE/DAM: CH KEESHEE'S LOCK STOCK N' BARREL X CH VANDY'S QUEEZE, CD BN RN
OWNER(S): BARBARA S ENG

98  158  CH INDIKEYES YOU'LL ACCOMPANY ME, RN CGC. NP28580903. 04-11-11.

BREEDER(S): MARY ELLEN MEYER
SIRE/DAM: CH CARA HEAD OF THE CLASS, CGC X GCHE DAIMLER'S LUCK BE A LADY AT INDIKEYES, HOF RN CGC
OWNER(S): PALMELA L HILDEBRAND

AB  225  CH JENN DI'S WINTER GAMES AT NIGHTWATCH, BN RN CGC.

BREEDER(S): JENNIFER MCCLURE
SIRE/DAM: GCH KJ IT'S NOTHING PURRSONAL CGC X GCH JENNIS FOOLISH GAMES
OWNER(S): MARTHA HUCK & J MCCLURE

97  274  CH KJ'S ALL THAT AND A BAG OF CHIPS. NP37928501. 08-03-14.

BREEDER(S): JOINDI'S JAYNE DEAN
SIRE/DAM: GCH KJ'S BILLY THE KID X CH KM'S DREAM DATE

KEESHOND RALLY - NOVICE B.

95  30  CH MACH9 HAREM HEAD OVER HEELS, RN. NP25693503. 04-07-10.

BREEDER(S): EMILY TAGGART AND KRISTEN DOWD
SIRE/DAM: CH BMI KJ HEAD HONCHO X CH MACH9 TRALEIGH KJ ELEKTRALYTE, CD RN OF
OWNER(S): EMILY AND HAROLD TAGGART

82  52  CH KELTIC'S LIVING THE DREAM, RNBN CGCA THD. NP31595103. 05-03-12.

BREEDER(S): ANN MCHUGH
SIRE/DAM: GCH CH SKYLINCE'S UNIT OF MEASURE X CH KEKICHIS KOLICSH IRISH DANCER, CD RA BN
OWNER(S): ANITRA LEE REDELSEEN

100  161  CH OTCH WINDSPELL LIVE WIRE, UDX. NP28252203. 01-24-11.

SIRE/DAM: GCH DAIMLER'S CAVIAR DREAMS X GCH JENNIS FOOLISH GAMES
OWNER(S): KRISTEN DOWD


SIRE/DAM: GCH CH ASHBROOK MR CHAIRMAN X CH INDIKEYES YOU'LL ACCOMPANY ME, RN CGC
OWNER(S): LAURA INMAN

97  225  CH JENN DI'S WINTER GAMES AT NIGHTWATCH, BN RN CGC.

SIRE/DAM: CH WUND-R Y THE GAME IS AFOOT, CDX PCDX BN RE OA OAJ OF.

Results are taken directly from the judges' books. Please notify the Show Secretary immediately of any discrepancy so it can be investigated.

SPECIALTY DOG SHOWS - (248) 851-9729 - www.specialtydogshows.com